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 Every Friday night new WORD DOCS are added to the game, along with a new unique event type and theme. What's new?
New Events Now players can choose their own challenge to face. In addition to the standard group or friend challenges, players

can now choose to battle it out in a single-player challenge, or a versus themself challenge. Choose from different difficulty
settings and match yourself against the computer, or your friends' avatars. Themed Events These events are themed around a
particular word or topic, and include words or phrases that are common to the set of themes and types of events. Examples of

these include, but are not limited to: New Types of Events Unified Champion Ranking System (UCRS) How it works: The
UCRS assigns a ranking based on a user's individual game performance in a specified event type. The event types available are
Regular or Group and are based on whether the game is played in groups or individually. Rank Ranking Score Play Time (min)
Total Medals 1st Place 10,000 90 6 2nd Place 8,000 60 4 3rd Place 6,000 30 2 Each game you play in UCRS-enabled games

counts toward your individual UCRS rankings. You can earn a total of six medals in UCRS-enabled games. Improve your
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ranking in UCRS-enabled games and earn gold medals by earning medals in each ranked game. The number of medals you earn
in each game is based on the level of the game, how many challenges you finish in the time limit, and the current UCRS ranking

system. Grand Champion Gain a seat at the tournament Earn gold medals in ranked games Earn gold medals in each UCRS-
enabled game Track UCRS ranking Points 2 gold medals 500 points 3 gold medals 1,000 points 4 gold medals 2,000 points 5
gold medals 5,000 points 6 gold medals 10,000 points Unified Champion Points (UCP) The point system for UCRS-enabled

games uses two different point systems based on the game mode. Challenge Events Regular Challenge Events (20,000 UC
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